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ABSTRACT

The Shuttle S-band communications system provides the Shuttle Orbiter wlth the capability to com-
municate directly with the Earth by way of the Ground Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network (GS'fDN)

or by way of the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS), which relays Orbiter information
signals through a geosynchronous satellite to/from the Earth. S-band frequencies provide the primary
links for direct Earth and TDRSS communications during all launch and entry/landing phases of Shuttle
missions. While on orbit, the Orbiter uses Its S-band links when TDRSS Ku-bend is not available,
when conditions require Orbiter attitudes unfavorable to Ku-band communications, or when the payload

bay doors are closed. The Shuttle S-band communications functional requirements, the Orbiter hard-
ware configuration, and the NASA S-band communication_ network are described. The requirements and
implementation concepts which resulted in new or unique techniques for Shuttle S-band hardware devel-
opment are discussed. These areas include (1) digital voice delta modulation, (2) convolutlonal

cod ing/Viterbi decoding, (3) critical modulation index for phase modulation using a Costas loop
(phase-shift keying) receiver, (4) optimum digital data modulation parameters for continuous-wave fre-

quency modulation, (5) intermudulation effects of subcarrier ranging and time-divislen multiplexing
data channels, (6) rad iofrequency coverage, and (7) despreading techniques under poor slgnal-to-
noise conditions. The performance of these new and unique communication channels is reviewed, wlth
analytical and experimental results of perfo_ance provided.

INTRODUCTION

The Shuttle functional communication requirements are met through the use of three basic communi-
cation network modes. The NASA Ground Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network (GS'FDN) mode provides

for communication links from the Shuttle to the NASA network ground stations. The U.S. Air Force
(USAF) Space Ground Link System (SGLS) mode provides for communication to the Air Force Satellite Con-
trol Facility (AF/SCF) by way of a remote tracking site (RTS). The NASA Tracking and Data Relay Sat-
ellite (TDRS) mode provides for communication links from the Shuttle to a geosynchronous orbiting sat-
ellite for relay to the NASA White Sands Ground Terminal. These S-band links represent the primary
communication capability of the Shuttle for all mission phases when the TDRS Ku-band communication
link is not available. All Shuttle missions through STS-6 depended solely on the NASA GS'rDN and/or

the AF/SCF SGLS S-band communication modes.

Figure I illustrates the communication links associated with the Shuttle S-band modes. Each
mode uses a common Orbiter network subsystem, which is also shown functionally in figure I. Table ]
defines the link capabilities, the modulation techniques-employed, and unique design features. The

frequencies for each of the S-bend communication modes are given in table 2. The SGLS mode uplink is
actually in the L-band frequency range for compatibility with the AF/SCF RTS transmitters.

To provide the multiple functions such as two duplex voice channels and command data on the up-
links, a time-division multiplexing (TDM) technique is incorporated. Similarly, TDM is used on the
down links to allow simultaneous transmission of two duplex voice channels and telemetry data on a sin-

gle carrier signal.

To achieve optimum performance on these digital channels, a phase modulation (PM) system was
developed. In addition, a frequency-modulated (FM) channel is provided for transmission of televi-
sion or other analog/digital data which cannot be handled by the PM links. The PM link used for com-

munications through the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite can operate at two digital data rates. The
low-data-rate mode is provided to ensure adequate link margins If communication channel parameters op-
eratt, near their worst case tolerances. When operating through the TDRS, the phase modulation index
is optimized at ±gOO, which is referred to as phase-shlft keying (PSK).

An important characteristic of the S-band links is the coverage provided by the S-band PM
switched-beam antennas, which are flush mounted at four locations on the Shuttle vehicle. These an-
tennas allow nearly continuous communication when a network element is visible, without requiring

Shuttle attitude constraintS.

The Shuttle S-band GSTDN network (fig. 2) consists of 13 NASA ground stations and 2 USAF AF/SCF
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FIGURE 1.- ORBITER OPERATIONALS-BAND SYSTEM.

remote sites. The TDRS system [TDRSS) is scheduled to be available after STS-6. The TDRSS network
(fig. 2) consists of two satellites and a spare satellite. The TDRSS network will provide signifi-
cantly more coverage than previously available. When the TDRSS is operational,the number of NASA
ground stations will be reduced and only those necessary to cover launch and landing phases will be
retained for Shuttle support.

In the following sections, the S-band communicationmodes are discussed in detail. The unique
techniques and designs incorporatedin the Orbiter S-band network hardware to provide these links are -
highlighted. Performancecharacteristics,including the effects of nonideal hardware parameters for
links that incorporate new or advanced communication concepts, are reviewed.

TRACKING AND DATA RELAY SA_ELLiTE SYSTEM MODE TECHNIQUES

To communicatewlth the Earth by way of the ?DRS, the Shuttle S-band network subsystem design in-
corporated several ne_ and sophisticated techniques. Many of these techniques are necessary to en-
hance the channel performancefor adequate circuitmargins, whereas some resulted from operational re-
quirements and constraints.

To optimize performance and to provide a secure communications capability, an all-digital link
design emerged. Thus, a method for digitizing voice and multiplexing the voice and data channels was
required. To maintain the data rate as low as possible for link margin purposes, a delta modulation
process was selected for voice digitizing. This technique allows the minimum number of bits (one) to
be used for each voice sample. In addition, the voice sampling rate was reduced to as low a value as
practical consistent wlth good quality. Two modes are provided for the TDRSS links. In mode 2, two
duplex voice channels are avallable, each operating at a 32-kbps sample rate on the forward and re-
turn links. In mode i, a single duplex voice channel is available. The forward llnk sample rate is
reduced to 24 kbps, whereas the rel;urolink sample rate is maintained at 32 kbps.

Even with the efforts to minimize the required data rates for the forward and return links,
other factors eventua1.1yforced incorporationof convolutionalcoding to achieve the needed perform-
ance. For example, communicationsthrough the TDRS must be maintained independentof Shuttle atti-
tude. This requirementdictates use of relatively broad beam, low-gain antennas to maximize the
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TABLE I•- SHUI'FLE S-BAND COMMUNICATIONS LINK CAPABILITIES, MODULATION TECHNIQUES,
AND UNIQUE FEATURES
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S-band

(Hi-Lo)

Orbiter-GSTDN Telemetry (Hi-Lo data rates) Phase modula- Linear PM baseband
downlink Voice (1 or Z channels) tion (PM) data with ranging

Ranging on ).7-MHz sub-
Doppler (Z-way) carrier

S-band Orbiter-GSTDE Payload data Frequency FM deviation optl-
down link Recorded data modulation mized for maximum

Operational (FM_ digital data
Payload rates

Television

S-band GSTDN-Orbiter Command PM or phase- Linear PM baseband

(Hi-Lo) uplink Voice (I or 2 channels) shift keyed data with ranging
Ranging (PSK) on 1.7-MHz sub-

carrier

S-band Orbiter-TDRSS Telemetry (Hi-Lo data rates) PSI< Convolutional en-

(Hi-Lo) return link Voice (I or 2 channels) coding rate 1/3,
Doppler (Z-way) Viterbi decoding

S-band TDRSS-Orbiter Command PSK/spread

(Hi-Lo) forward link Voice (I or 2 channels) spectrum

Spread spectrum to
meet CCIR rqmts,
TOM convolutional

encoded rate I/3,
Viterbi decoding

S-band Orbiter-AF/SCF Telemetry (HI-Lo data rates) PM

(Hi-Lo) down link Voice (I or 2 channels)
Doppler (Z-way)

Secure links,
telemetry and
volce

S-band Orbiter-AF/SCF P/L data (real-time) FM
downlink Recorded data

Operational
Payload _

Secure data links

S-band AF/SCF-Orblter Command PM Secure command and

(Hi-Lo) uplink Voice (1 or 2 channels) voice links

radiofrequency (rf) coverage. A network of four (quad) antennas flush mounted on the Shuttle fuse-

lage with computer-driven switching logic is used to accomplish the needed coverage. As a result of
these antenna characteristics, the transmitter power and receiver sensitivity had to be pushed to
state-of-the-art values• A 140-watt power amplifier (traveling-wave tube (TWT)) was developed by

Watkins-Johnson, and a receiver with less than a 3.0-declbel noise figure was developed by TRW. Even
with these State-of-the-art rf components, convolutlonal encoding was necessary to achieve adequate

link performance margins. A nontransparent rate one-third code with constraint length of 7 was

selected. The decoding algorithm used was that developed by A. J. Viterbi (ref. •I); it has been
shown to be optimum in the maximum likelihood sense.

The modulation process was also selected on the basis of optimizing the channel performance;
hence, PSK was chosen. A Costas loop provides for carrier reconstruction and data recovery of both

forward and return link signals.
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TABLE 2.- SHUTTLE S-BAND MODE FREQUENCIES

Communications mode S-band frequencies, MHz

Uplink/forward link Downlink/return link

GSTDN - high frequency
GSTDN - low frequency
AF/SCF - SGLS - high frequency
AF/SCF - SGLS - low frequency
TDRSS - high frequency
TDRSS - low frequency

2106.4063 2287.5
2041.9479 2217.5
1831.7870 2287.5
1776.7330 2217.5.

2106.4063 2287.5
2041.9479 2217.5

Because the TDRS satellites continuously radiate the Earth with S-band energy, the forward link
S-band signal power flux density in a 4-kilohertz bandwidth must be maintained below the level consist-
ent with international agreements. To meet this requirement, a pseudorandom code is used to spread
the TDRS-transmitted energy over a significantly larger bandwidth than would normally be required for
the information rates involved. This technique of "s_read spectrum" modulation greatly increases the
complexity of the Shuttle S-band TDRS receiver, since a despread version of the information signal
must be developed before the data can be recovered with-conventional phase-lock loop techniques. The

following paragraphs describe these new and uoique techniques resulting from the TDRSS communications
mode requirements.

DIGITAL VOICE/TIME-DIVISION MULTIPLEXING

There are two reasons for including a digital (TDM) link in the Shuttle Program. The first is
that the use of the TDRSS for NASA missions provides a high rf coverage capability but results in rel-
atively weak S-band links. Analog signal designs could not provide adequate margins, but digital
links with channel coding can. The second reason for use of a digital TDM link is to satisfy the re-
quirement for message privacy.

The Shuttle system incorporated a signal design in which one or two digitized speech channels
are time-division multiplexed with comnands or telemetry. The composite data stream is convolution-
ally encoded prior to rf transmission. This approach is more efficient than analog since no power is
wasted in unrecoverable Intermodulation products and a substantial reduction in rf power is achieved
using error correction coding.

Digitizing of Shuttle voice is accomplished by delta modulation techniques. Figure 3 is a sim-

plified functional diaqram of the delta modulation process. Also illustrated are the analog input
and resulting digital output slqnals. In the modulation process, the input analoq signal's instanta_
neous value is dlqitized according to a particular alqorithm. Based on the aene_a_ed data (bit)
stream, the step size processor and feedback device reproduces the analog input m(() for comparison
with the actual input signal m(t). If mTt) < m(t), t_en a binary one output results. If m_t) >
m(t), then a binary zero output results. In the demodulation process, the data (bit) stream is the
input to the step size processor and the feedback portion of the demodulator, which then reproduce_
a replica of the original input analog signal. _he output is filtered to smooth the sample_ and re-
move unwanted noise components which may result from the delta modulation processing.

Delta modulation is employed on the Shuttle because it provides approximately the same voice

intelligibility as pulse code modulation (PCM), but at one-half the bandwidth. Delta modulation is
intelligible_ with speaker recognition and bit error rates as low as 10"_ for some adaptive delta mod-
u)ation (ADM) tecnn_ques. Several AI)N algorithms were tested by NASA to select one that would main-

tain high word intelligibility with reasonable voice quality at sampling rates of,32 or 24 kbps in
the presence of very high channel errors (i.e., bit error rates approximately 10-_). The delta modu-
lation algorithm selected by NASA to satisfy these requirements is a modified version of the "ABATE"
algorithm (ref. 2).

The TDRSS link margins are small, and convolutlonal encoding is used for efficient operation.
The errors for such a coded channel will exhibit a burst characteristic. The need to maintain voice
communications as long as possible in a burst-error environment was a key factor in the selection of

_he "Modified ABATE" algorithm. The Modified ABATE algorithm equation is illustrated in figure 4.

The unique feature of the Modified ABATE algorithm is that it was designed )o adaptively follow
the received signal with an extremely high channel error rate {approximately 10-_). When an error
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FIGURE 2.- SHuTrLE S-BAND NETWORK (GSTDN, AF/SCF, AND TORSS).

occurs in the received data stream, the step size processor will produce erroneous step sizes until
a correctly received data transition is detected. The average nu_er of erroneous step sizes follow-
ing a received error ih the Modified ABATE algorithm is less than in other popular ADM algorithms
(ref. 3). It is this feature that gives the Modified ABATE algorithm its good performance in the
presence of. channel errors. The Modified ABATE algorithm sounds significantly better at an error
rate of I0"_ than do other ADM algorithms. This improved error performance is obtained at the ex-

pense of frequency response and dynmtc range.

The ADM is relatively immune to channel errors whether they occur randomly or in bursts. Some
of the results obtained by NASA from word-intelligibility tests of the Modified ABATE algorithm are

summarized in table 3. The burst errors scored in table 3 were limited to burst lengths of 10 bits.
These bursts occurred randomly, but, during a burst, the probability of error was 0.5. The bit error
rate (BER) presented in table 3 is the average error rate. Note that the ADM is more immune to burst
errors than to random errors. FiGure 5 shows word inte]liglbility as a function of BER for random
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TABLE 3.- PERFORMANCEOF THE MODIFIED ABATE ALGORITHM

Sampling rate, kbps Bit error type Bit error rate Word-intelligibility

32 Random
2.7 x
1.3 x 10"_

score

96.5
95.2
76.1

"" L "

16 Randm 4.6x10"5
1.7x10 -2
B.BxlO'2

95.1
93.6
88.B

32 Burst 9.2 x 10"5
2.3 x 10"2
1.5 x 10"1

94.7
94.7
B7.5
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errors 64.e., not burst errors) resulting from Shuttle voice channel verification tests performed in
the NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center (JSC) Electronic Systems Test Laboratory (ESTL) (ref. 4).

Word intelligibility of 87.5 percent with an average BER of 1.5 x 10-1 can be achieved with

burst errors. The word-intelliclibility results in table 3 and figure 5 were achieved usino postdemod-
ulation band-pass filtering (300 to )300 hertz). The delta_demodulator is essentially an integrator;
thus, its output noise power spectrum is approximately kf"z, where k is a constant the value of
which depends on the BER. The 300-hertz hiqh-pass filter was used to eliminate a large portion of
this low-frequency noise due to channel errors. The 2300-hertz low-pass filter was chosen to elimi-
nate the higher frequency co_)onents due to san1_ling.

CONVOLUTIONAL CODING/VITERBI DECODING

Because of the long range to the TDRS (geosynchronous orbit] and the Shuttle's antenna charac-

teristics, the required performance for the Shuttle/TDRSS links could not be achieved by brute Force
methods, i.e., by increased transmitter power and reduced receiver noise temperatures. In fact, even
with the 140-watt Shuttle transmitter power, and a low-noise parame_tric amplifier receiver, the for-
ward and return TDRSS links required error correction channel encoding to achieve the design goal BER
performance.

A simplified functional dlagram for a digital communication channel is shown in figure 6. Be-
cause the receive_ data bit is corrupted with noise, a finite probability of error exists in the bit

decision process. For a PSK-modulated channel assuming-optimum matched-filter detection, the proba-
bility of error at the receiver has been show_, to be

Pe - T erfc fl)

where Ec is the signal energy of a channel blt at the input to the decision device, NO is the
noise spectral density of the receiver system, and erfc is the complementary error function.
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If coding is not employed, the received bit is directly equivalent to the transmitted bit. Tne
receiver bit decision is thus made on information bits directly. If transmitted and recelve_J power
is held constant for coded and uncoded channels, then more energy is available for decisions on In-

formation bits than for decisions on channel bits (s_ols), since each information blt is repre-
sented by two or more s_ols, his redundancy results in lower energy-to-nolse density ratios for
the code symbols and hence a higher error rate. The decoder's task is to correct as many of these
bit errors as possible resulting in a net coding qaln. For coding gain to be achieved, the informa-
tion BER must be less after decoding than it would have been for am uncoded channel.

The choice of coding parameters selected for the Orblter/T)SS link was the culmination of a se-

ries of trade studies, hardware constraints, llnk margins, and empirical tests. It is well documented
that convolutional codes can outperform block codes with comparable decoding hardware. Tne decision
then centered upon selecting either a sequential decoder or a Viterbl decoder and their associated
rates and constraint lengths.

Use of coding was dictated by llnk margin considerations, and the design goal was to improve

channel performa)ce by 4 to 5 decibels. Since voice quality could be maintained with error rates on
the order of I0"% the overall communication link had to be designed to ensure a graceful degradation
of the system to prevent premature loss of voice communications.

The decodlnl of convolutlonal codes is by far a more complex operation than encoding. Since
size, weight, and power are at a premium on the Orbiter, a study of the complexity of both sequential

and Vlterbl decoders was conducted for the maximum upllnk data rate of 72 kbps. The complexity of
the decoder is a function of the rate of the code, the constraint length, the quantlzatlon of the
demodulated data bits, and the required output B_. It was found that as the code rate is decreased

and the quantization is increased, the Vlterbl decoder performance for a given complexity improves in
relation to the sequential decoder. In addition, at the BER crossover point, the Vlterbl decoder de-
grades gracefully but the sequential decoder does not. For the llnk robustness, ease of resynchronl-
zatlon, and relative insensitivity to data bit quantlzatlon, the Vlterbl decoder was chosen.

The coding gain of the Vlterbl decoder at a BER of I x 10.5 can roughly be summarized as follows,
for constraint lengths on the order of 3 to B. The coding gain improves roughly 0.5 decibel for
every increase in the constraint length. An increase of 2 decibels in coding gain can be obtained by
Inc_easlng the symbol bit decision quantlzatlon from 2 to 8 levels {i.e., soft decision compared to
hard decision performance Improvementi. Another 0.5 decibel gain can be achieved by decreasing the
code rate from one-half to one-third. The Vlterbi decoder complexity at these data rates roughly dou-
bles with each increase in constraint length. The design goal of 5 decibels coding gain could have
heen achieve with a rate one-half, constraint length 7 code. However, an additional 0.4 decibel

coding gain was achieved by changlnq the code rate from one-half to one-thlrd, his change in code
rate did not significantly affect decoder complexity.

The symbol synchronization performance is critical in a coded communication system in which
large coding gains are expected. This coding galn corresponds to a reduction in the ener_ per sym-
bol to noise spectral density available for s)enbol synchronization and detection. To achieve the
expected coding gains, the symbol synchronizer must introduce negligible degradation. The Shuttle

channel coding that was selected is the _'ate one-third, constraint length 7 code. Since there is
still intelligible voice at BER's of I0"% the symbol synchronizer must still operate properly at
this error rate. This requirement forces the symbol s_chronizer to acquire and lock at approxi-

mately -5 decibels Echo, which was met wl_ a digital implementation of the symbol synchronizer to
ensure repeatable and reliable operation.

The Vlterbi decoder implements a maximum llk)l_ho_ algorithm to estimate the transmitted data
bit. To save hardware, the algorithm performs 2_'_ decisions every bit tlme, where K Is the con-
straint length of the system. With timing overhead, the decoder must perform an operation every 190

nanoseconds for a constraint length equal to 7. This is the limit at which the hardware can process
data wlth the logic family selected (low-power Schottky). The Orbiter Vlterbl decoder implementation
provides a coding gain of 5.4 decibels at a BER of I x I0-). Figure 7 illustrates the theoretical

performance improvement of the Shuttle convolutlonal encoded, Vll_rbl decoded channel over the optl-
mum PSK uncoded channel (ref. 5).

SPREAD SPECTRUMMODULATION

The application of spread spectrum techniques to communications systems provides several capa-
bllltte_ which cannot be obtained with conventional techniques. Some of the capabilities for which
spread spectrum techniques are comonly adapted include antlJammtng, multiple-access communication,
message privacy, and navigation. In most of these applications, the ratio of the spreading chip rate
to the information data rate is large (>I0-i)and the signal-to-nolse ratio (SNR) in the information

rate bandwidth is high (>10 decibels). For the Shuttle Orbiter application, the spreading process is
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used to reduce the rf power spectral density. For thls'case, the spreading chlp rate is purposely se-

lected as low as possible to just meet the required power spectral density levels. Hence, the ratio

of spreading chip rate to information rate is considerably less than that normally encountered. In

addition, the information is Manchester encoded,, and an information bandwidth of approximately twice

the data rate is required for the despreading process. These factors, together with operations re-

quired at SNR's close to 0 decibel in the Informatlon bandwidth, make the Shuttle Orbiter despreading

system design unique.

The International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR) of the International Telecommunication

Union (ITU) recommends various criteria concerning rf signals and their spectra. The rf frequency

bands currently used bY commercial communications satellites are the same as those used by the common

carriers for microwave rel_y systems on Earth. To allow frequency sharing, various criteria are

established by CCIR to prevent mutual interference. Many studies were made by international experts

on the subject, and several recommendations have resulted. One particular item specifies the maximum

allowable power flux density received at the Earth's surface from an Earth-orbltlng satellite (space

station). The power flOx density is defined by

F - EIRP/4_d 2 (2)
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F - flux density

EIRP - effective isotropic radiated power

d - distance between spacecraft and Earth in meters

Table 4 presents the maximum allowable power flux density at the Earth's surface from an Earth-

orbiting satellite for the Shuttle Orbiter S-band frequency. The values tabulated show that the most

stringent requirements occur for signals having an angle of incidence above the horizontal plane of

0o to 50 and indicate how the flux-denslty requirements vary as a function of the angle of arrival of

the rf signal.

The TDRS to Shuttle Orbiter S-band forward communication link would exceed the CCIR requirements

without additional modulation to spread the flux density over a much larger bandwidth. Thus, a

spread spectrum signal design was developed for Shuttle to maintain compliance with the CCIR require-

ments on flux density. In the spread spectrum concept, the signal spectrum is expanded at the trans-

mitter before transmission. This expansion distributes the signal energy over a bandwidth much greater

than the information bandwidth normally required. The spreading technique chosen for Shuttle involves

direct-sequence, pseudorandom code biphase modulation of the information carrier signal. Figure 8 is

a simplified block diagram of a spread spectrum system using pseudonolse (PN) code modulation.

TABLE 4.- CCIR FLUX-DENSITY GUIDELINES

Frequency band Maximum flux density in 4-kHz bandwidth, dBW/m 2, for

angle of arrival (6) above the horizontal plane of -

0 o to 50 50 to 25 ° 250 to 900

S-band -154.0 -154 + _ -144
2

The rf carrier which is modulated with the data signal of rate Rd is passed to a balanced PSK

modulator. The PN code generator supplies a binary sequence of ones and zeros to the PSI< modulator.

Typically, a binary "I" is sent as unperturbed carrier phase, whereas a binary "0" is sent by a

change in phase of the carrier of 1800 . This process has the effect of "spreading" the signal over

a bandwidth roughly equal to twice the rate of the PN code (Rc). The resulting spread signal is then

transmitted over the communication channel. At the receiver, after downconverting to a suitable in-

termediate frequency (i.f.), an identical PN code is correlated with the received code. After de-

spreading, only the original data modulation remains and is passed to a conventional PSK demodulator.

Other (interfering) signals received will not be correlated and are effectively spread by the re-

ceiver PN code, thus appearing as noise to the data demecFulator. Figure 9 is a sketch of typical

spectra for the transmitted and received signals at various points in the system as indicated by the

circled numbers in figures 8 and g.

If a uniformly distributed, transmitted spread spectrum is assunc_J, it can be shown that the

spreading code rate must satisfy equation (3) (ref. 6).

10 log R _ EIRPIdBW + log B/2 - 22 dB - 20 log d - CCIRIdBW/m2/Hz (3)

where

• the spreading code rate

EIRPIdBW " the satellite transmitted EIRP in decibels referenced to _ watt

B - measurement bandwidth (4 kilohertz for CCIR requirement)

d - range from the satellite to the Earth surface in meters

CCIRIdBW/m2/Hz - CCIR power flux-denslty requirement

For the case of the TDRS in geosynchronous orbit and assuming the worst case CCIR requirement

for less than 50 elevation angles, the Shuttle minimum spreading code rate is 10.7 Mbps for the

S-band forward link. The actual S-band spreading code rate is 11.232 Mbps, and the code length is

2047 chips.
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As noted earlier, the Orbiter despreader design is unique because of several factors associated
with the TDRSS forward communication channel. To meet the CCIR flux-denslty requirements, the for-
ward link rf signal is spread using a PN sequence with chlp rate R - 11.232 Mbps and the sequence
length N -2047 bits. The information transmitted over the TDRSS forward link to the Orbiter can

• be either 32 kbps or 72 kbps of data, rate one-third, convolutionally encoded. Since the despreader
must operate for either rate, the worst case condition is encountered for the 72-kbps mode. For
this case, the effective despreader information rate is the channel encoded s_mbol rate of 216
kbps. Thus, the ratio of chlp rate to information rate is

Rc 11.232 x 106
-- " - 52 (4)
Rd 216 x 103

This ratio is considerably lower than normally encountered in spread spectrum systems; as a result,
several potential system design problems exist. The TDRSS forward link transmitted power is 46.5

decibels (referenced to I watt), which results in a nominal carrier-to-noise spectral density (C/No)
at the Orbiter despreader of 54 decibel-hertz. Since the system must operate with a Manchester data
format and allow for Doppler frequency offsets and hardware frequency uncertainties, the despreader
bandwidth must be on the order of 500 kilohertz. Thus, the nominal despread signal-to-noise ratio
Ps/N, assuming 3 decibels correlation and filter losses, is approximately -7.0 decibels under nominal
conditions during acquisition. With the condition Just described, a critical signal detection prob-
lem exists for reliably acquiring and tracking the spreading code.

Figure 10 is a stmpllfled block diagram of the Orbiter despreading system. The spread stgnel is
ftltered in a band-pass filter (BPF) with 3-declbel bandwidth of approximately 20 megahertz. The
filtered spread signal is then coupled to three product detectors (multipliers), where it is multi-
plted by a local replica of the PN spreading code. The process involved in acquiring code synchronl-
zatton is now discussed. The local PN code is periodically stepped tn phase by one-half of a chip
width at a rate sufficiently slow to allow Integration of the signal plus noise for detection pur-
poses, but sofftctently rapid to ensure that maximum Doppler offset does not reduce the effective
search rate by an unreasonable amount. When a phase Is found at Which the integrated signal plus
noise reaches a value greater than the predetermined threshold setting, then phase synchronization is
assumed, and the code stepping signal .is removed. If the phase is truly correct, then the code track-
ing loop automatically pulls in, and code tracking is established.
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Although the basic operation seems simple enough, several problems were encountered. A unique
mechanization approach was necessary for updating the threshold setting in the lock decision process
to ensure that drifts In channel gain and/or noise characteristics did not significantly affect the
detection statistic. It is important to note that the same decision channel is used for signal detec-
tion and threshold updating. The threshold level is updated periodically, even when the system is
tracking, by offsetting the PN code to the acquisition channel multiplier and thereby creating an un-
correlated condition and allovtng the detector to staple system notse for threshold adjustment. This
process ts required to remove variations in system noise level due to channel gain variations and is
referred to as an adapttve threshold.

Because of the low SNR's and the Doppler frequency offsets, th_ design of the code tracking loop
required two loop bandwtdths: a wideband acquisition loop and a narrow tracking loop. To ensure that
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the loop will remain in lock sufficientlylong after acquisitionoccurs, It is required that the loop
bandwidth be reduced after tracking has been achieved. Care must be exercised in the bandwidth reduc-
tion to ensure that the switching transient does not cause the loop to unlock. A time delay before
the loop bandwidth was switched and a stepped reduction In bandwidth was necessary to accomplish the
desired results.

Of primary importance is the strategy employed in the process of acquiring code synchronlza_ion.
Because of the low signal-to-noisecondition and the desire for rapid acquisition, a strategy is
needed by which synchronizationcan be achieved as quickly as possible, but wlth a high degree of con-
fidence that the lock state is reached only when a valid synchronizationcondition is detected, and
by which lock will be maintained for a significant length of time (90 minutes). To accomplishthis,
a serial search lock strategy is employed. The acquisition algorithm is illustratedby the flow dia-
gram in figure 11 (ref. 7). The process followed Is outlined in the following paragraphs.

Search is initiatedand each phase position (cell)of the code is tested for some period of time
T, which is selected to provide sufficient integrationfor a high probability of detection but small
enough to allow rapid dismissal and to ensure that Doppler offset does not significantly increase the-
search time. Once a cell in which the integratedsignal-plus-noiselevel exceeds the preset thresh-
old is reached, a hit is declared. The system advances to the lock state, and the code tracking loop
parameters discussed previously are switched. Once the system is in lock, five consecutivemisses
are required to cause loss of lock and reinltia_ionof the search process. Some of the significant
features and critical parameters which are required In such a search/lockstrategy are as follows.

1. The search mode threshold setting should be such that the probability of false alarm Is In
the vicinity of 10-2. Lower probabilities of false alarm (I0-b) will result in extremely rapid degra-
dation (increase)In acquisitiontime as the SNR decreases.

2. In lock, the probabilityof false alarm can be low since the desire here is to ensure that
the system remains locked and, thus, a high probabllltyof detection is necessary. The lock mode
employs reset counters to reduce the probabilityof false dismissal to a sufficiently low value. A
mean time to unlock on the order of 5400 seconds at a C/No of 54 decibel-hertz is required for the
Shuttle.

The theoreticalmean acquisitiontime as a function of carrier-to-nolsedensity and code Doopler
offset in chips per second,for the Shuttle acquisitionalgorithm, Is shown in figure 1_..

For the Shuttle TDRS link, the forward link channel performancedegradation in bit error proba-
bility (BEP) was specified to be less than 1.0 decibel. Test results obtained at the JSC ESTL verl-
fled that this specificationwas met. Tests also indicated that at strong C/No values (65 deci-
bel-hertz), the code tracking loop would false lock. Prior to the C/No at which a solid false
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lock occurs, an increase in acquisition time is seen. This effect is illustrated by the dashed

portion of the curves in figure 12, and is attributed to filtering effects giving rise to partial

correlation outside the desired lock region. Figure 13 illustrates the unwanted correlation effects

of a Tchebycheff band-pass filter on a typical Tau dither loop error signal (ref. 8).

ANTENNA GAIN/COVERAGE

Four quad antennas are used for the TDRS S-band communications. These antennas are located av-

proximately 90o apart in the Orbiter roll plane and cohform to the Shuttle inner mold!ine (fig. _4),

which is the contour of its aluminum skin. ]2he multlple-layer thermal protection system (TPS) is

installed over the antennas.

Each of the four quad antennas has two beam positions, providing eight total beams around the

Shuttle. These two beam positions are required to cover an angular sector of 1400 in the pitch plane

by 1000 in the roll plane. This sector coverage Is required to produce the specified gain coverage

of 4 decibels over 85 percent of the sphere.

The quad antenna Is a two-element array, which is oriented in the Shuttle nose-to-tail direc-

tion. The two elements are fed in quadrature, and their excitations are interchanged by an electro-

mechanical transfer switch. The element itself is a crossed dlpole in a square cavity, which pro-

vides circular polarization.

A typical measured co_)eslbe coverage is shown in figure 15 for the 2041.9-megahertz frequency.

This coverage is 63 percent at the 4-declbel gain level and is substantially less than the specified

85 percent. The coverage difference between theoretical and measured corresponds to a gain differ-

ence of approximately 0.5 to 1.0 decibel depending on the S-band operational frequency. This differ-

ence may be a result of the TPS effects and loss variations In stripline, switch, and cable compo-

nents (ref. g). The inltial specified coverage of 85 percent at the 4-decibel level has been relaxed

to an average value of 50 percent for the four operational S-band frequencies.

/
/

I
84
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Since the'desired gain/coverage capability has not been achieved with the existing TDRS
switched-beam quad antenna system, some limited phased-array antenna develoDment fs continuing. A
software simulation has been developed to analyze potential spherical coverage capability as a func-
tion of the number of beams formed by the switching array. Figure 16 illustrates the simulation re-
sults of gain over 85 percent of the sphere compared to the number of beams. Breadboard arrays are

being evaluated at JSC for potential future applications on the Shuttle.

GSTDN AND AF/SCF COMMUNICATION MODE TECHNII_UES

One of the key areas of concern for the direct Shuttl_ to Earth communications system was the de-

sire for rapid and automatic signal acquisition of the PM frequency llnks. Since an all-digital link
design was dictated by TDRS and other operationaT considerations, a PSI(modulation technique should
allow acquisition wlth data modulation present on the carrier signal. However, navigational require-
ments established the need for a ranging function, on the S-band communications channel. This require-
ment resulted in addition of a subcarrier to the upllnks and downlinks which carried the ranging sig-
nals of the G_TDN tone ranging system. The subcarrier was phase modulated by the ranging tones, and
both the data and the subcarrier phase m_dulated the upllnk and downlink S-band carriers. The net re-
sult of this ranging function addition was that PSI(modulation could no longer be used for the GSTDN
links. The ground station receiver was not capable of receiving a PSK signal; therefore, the down-
link design was resldual carrier PM from conception.

The television and recorded data are transmitted over a wldeband FM link to provide sufficient
bandwidth for the video signal or to allow dump of recorded data simultaneously with transmission of

operational data on the PM links. The G_'TDN and AF/SCF dow_linl_ frequencies are identical ; however,
the uplinks differ in frequency. Thus, the network transponder design had to be capable of operating
with i_o coherent turnaround ratios (one for NASA _STDN and the other for the USAF AF/SCF). Also,
since the range from the Shuttle to the Earth is much closer than the range from the Shuttle to TDRS,
a Iow-po_er transmit mode and less sensitive receive mode was provided for the direct Earth PM links.
Broad antenna patterns for nearly continuous coverage wlth a minlmum of vehicle attitude constraints
were required for the PM and FM antenna systems.
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-: RADIOFREQUENCY ACQUISITION AND CRITICAL PM MODULATION INDEX

As initially designed, the Shuttle S-band network receiver was to operate with a PSK uplink slg-
nal modulation format. Traditionally, a Costas loop is used in such receivers to reconstruct the to-
tally suppressed carrier. However, for the Shuttle S-band uplink when ranging and data are both pres-
ent, the Costas loop must acquire and track a residual (PM} carrier. As a result, several questions
arise relative to the Costas loop performance under these conditions. It was also found that auto-
matic acquisition could not be achieved even when PSK modulation was present because of the distor-
tion effects of the Costas loop arm filters (ref. ID). These effects created stable false-lock points

at frequencies related to the data rate and submultiples of the data rate as a result of data format
repetitions, such as synchronization words and multiplexed voice words which contain alternate ones
and zeros a vast majority of the time (when no speech is present). False locks beco_ prevalent for
some modes at carrier-to-noise density ratios as low as 58 declbel-hertz, which is only 4 decibels
greater than expected levels for TDRS operations.

The rf acquisition problem is illustrated in figure 17, which shows the primary false-lock compo-
nents associated with the uplink GSTDN mode using the high-rate data format. The TDM data rate in
this case is 72 kbps; hence, a strong false-lock component results at the carrier frequency _72 kilo-
hertz. As seen in figure 17, false locks can also occur for carrier offsets of ±18 and ±54 kilohertz
as a result of the multiplexed voice channel idle patterns (alternate ones and zeros), and at ±36

kilohertz as a result of the basic TDM format, j

If voice is present, the _18- and ±54-kilohertz lock points disappear because of the randomizing

of the voice multiplexed word patterns. This fact, together with the introduction of rate one-third
coding to increase the basic channel symbol rate to 216 kbps, was effectively employed to a_levlate
false-lock susceptibility for most of the launch trajectory (i.e., until Doppler shifts cause the one-
half da_a-rate term to be within the receiver acquisition sweep range (ref. 11)). Figure 18 illus-
trates the uplink false-lock components of this special launch communication mode. To ensure tha%
false-lock points do not exist within the carrier acquisition sweep range for a significant portion
of launch communications coverage, two basic changes were made to the launch communication mode.
First, a continuous Iow-level-noige modulation is introduced into the voice delta modulators. This

continuous modulation in effect randomizes the voice word patterns and removes the associated false-
lock components. Second, the data-rate multiplicati_ due to encoding increases the channel symbol
rate to 216 kbps; therefore, the one-half data-rate term now occurs at 108 kilohertz, which is beyond
the acquisition sweep range of the Shuttle receiver with zero Doppler offset. As Doppler effects
shift the received carrier frequency, a point is reached at which the lOB-kilohertz term will fall
within the acquisition sweep region. The time into launch at which this occurs is maximized by off-
setting the launch-site transmitter frequency to com_}ensate for Doppler effects as much as possible
without causing the opposite IDS-kilohertz component to appear within the sweep range.

The on-orbit acquisition process is normally accomplished without modulation applied to the up-
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link carrier for both direct (GSI'DN)links and TDRS links. Since the ground receiver designs incorpo-
rate antt-sldeband lock features, no significant false-lock problem were encountered by the GSTDNor
TDR$ ground station receivers.

In addition to the basic false-lockproblems encounteredwlth the Shuttle transponder, a phenome-
non referred to as "criticalmodulation index'.,effectwas encountered. Traditionally, a CoatEs loop
is intended for use in receivers that must reconstruct a carrier reference from an input signal hay-
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Ing a completely suppressed carrier component (i.e., PSK modulation). However, for the Shuttle dteect
_STI]N) upltnk mode with ranging, the Orbiter translx_der Costas loop is required to acquire and track
a PM signal (i.e., when a residual carrier component is present in the signal spectrum), as is 111us-
trated in figure 19. The means by which the ranging subcarrler is extracted using the in-phase modu-

lation reference signal generated by the Costas loop is shown in the figure.
4

For the case of a Costas loop operating on a linear _dulated signal with digital TBM data arw_
a sine-wave ranging subcarrier, the error signal in the loop can be defined as follows.

If the input signal is given by equation (5)

TDM data Rangihg subcarrter
7

s(t, B) "_ sln[_t + _d(t) +
(s)

then the error signal in the loop Zo(t) can be sho_ to have the form of equation (6).
U

Zo(t)- [osl.201-cos2ol]sin,

where

_c " ranging subcarrier radian frequency and %c >> than the low-pass arm filter 3-
decibel bandwidth

D - filter distortion faCtor; D - ) for infinite-bandwidth arm filters

- TDM data PM modulation index (radlans)

t6)

BANDPASS
FILTER

BANDPASS
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(_SC)
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•_m.,b- I y

' rc (t)
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ARM FILTER
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FIGURE Ig.- COSTAS LOOP AND RANGING DEMODULATOR.
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B_- ranging subcarrler modulation index (radlans)
• rang1_ tone PM modulat1_ In_x (radlans)

R{t) - ranglng tone slgnals

_ - Bessel function of first kind and order zeroA sln • carrier signal (unmodulat_)

Note that the error slgnal _(t) dlsappears (1.e., goes to zero) for the following conditions.

I. 0o2(6 2 ) • O; when 92 - 2,4 radlans

2. 01 - cot-l_; when 01 - _/4 radfans or 45 0 and infinite bandwidth (i.e., D - 1) Is assumed

For the Shuttle network transponder, the Costas loop filter distortion factors have been rlqor-
ously defined {ref. 12). The critical modulation index (01)cr for which the Shuttle Costas loop
cannot acquire or track the GSTDN ranging modes for the various TOM data rates of interest is given
in table 5.

It is obvious from equation (6) that as the filter distortion factor approaches dnlty, the sig-
nal power available for tracking {i.e., error signal) approaches that for the PSK channel. For PSK,
the error signal would become

Zo(t) - AD sin 2@ {since B2-- 0 and 01 - _/2 radlans) (7)

The acquisition perfomance of the loop in the PM mode of operation will always be degraded over that
for a PSK modulation mode. Table 6 illustrates the calculated and measured acquisition threshold for
a representative Shuttle network transponder Costas loop in the PSK and PM {residual carrier) modes
of operation.

TABLE S.- CRITICAL MODULATION INDEX (013cr

TOM data rate
Costas loop arm filter, Filter distortion (Bl)cr, red

'. ",: . 4:'_

_.:- ;. ;':'"'_

3-dB bandwidth, kHz factor (D)

32 kbps (Low data rate, 147.5 0.886 0.8157
uncoded)

96 kbps (Low data rate, 147.5 .6636 .8872
coded)

72 kbps (High data rate, 147.5 .8884 .851
uncoded) -

216 kbps (High data rate, _47.5 .670 1.003
coded)

#

The perfomance of the ranging channel is also dependent on the selection of the TOM data modula-
tlon index. The ranglng subcarrier is extracted by demodulating the input signal with an in-phase ref-
erence generated by the Costas loop. The signal power available to the ranging channel is given by

Pr • 2P cos2(el) J12(12) cos2@ (83

where

Pr " the power available tn the ranging channel

_ - the data PMmode index• the ranging subcarrler modulation index
• the total received power level
- the Costas loop dynamic phase error

Jl " the first-order Bessel function of the first kind
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TABLE 6.- ACQUISITION THRESHOLDS

Parameters Threshold Pr/No, dB-Hz

Data Subcarrier Arm filter Calculated Test

PM index, PM index, bandwidth, (a)
rad rad kHz

(a)
PSK (216-kbps data)

w/2 0 147.5 47.68 45.6

216-kbps data plus ranging

1.25 1.0 147.5 55.84 56.1
1.1 1.0 147.5 61.15 61.6

1.125 1.0 147.5 59.66 60.6
1.375 1.0 147.5 '_ 54.26 53.8

aSeptember 1980 ESTL test results.

bette_) the data modulation index is increased above its critical value, the Costas loop tracks
However, the factor cos 01 decreases and hence the ranging power is reduced. Obviously,

a trade-off exists with respect to selection of 01 . If the data modulation index falls below the
critical value or if data are removed completely, the In-phase and quadrature demodulation reference

signals switch roles and the ranging channel power Pr tends toward zero depending on the exact
value of the loop phase error _. Thus, to extract ranging modulation, the data modulation must be
present and at a modulation index above its critical value.

FREQUENCY MODULATION OPTIMUM FREQUENCY DEVIATIONS

For the Shuttle digital FM links, it was necessary to optimize the modulation parameters because

of the relatively low transmitter power (10 watts) and the low antenna gains of the FM hemispherical
coverage antennas. For a digital frequency-shlft keying (FSK) system with coherent matched-filter de-
tection and assuming "zero" correlation between transmitted symbols, the performance has been shown

to be 3 decibels worse than for coherent PSK systems. For such a system, the probability of error is
given by equation (9).

I / (I - p) Eb

Pe = _ erfc _2 ._ 2No
(9)

where

Eb = the energy per bit time
NO - the receiver noise spectral density

erfc - the complementary error function

and p is the normalized symbol correlation coefficient given by equation (I0).

I Tp-_ Sl(t ) S2{t)dt (I0)

where Sl(t) and S2(t ) are the transmitted symbols. However, it is not necessary that there be

zero correlation between transmitted symbols S1(t ) and S2(t ). For the case of continuous-phase
(i.e., nonswitched) digital FM links, it can be shown that p can take on negative values. Equation
(11) represents the value of p for a continuous-phase FM transmitter modulated with binary non-
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return to zero (NRZ) symbols.

sin F2_(2Af) Ts]
p - . (11)

2_(2Af) Ts

where

Af - the peak frequency deviation of the FM transmitter (hertz)
R - symbol data rate

Ts - NRZ symbol bit time

As seen from figure 20 for orthogonal performance {i.e., p • 0), the frequencydeviation is Af •
0.25R. However, for optimum "best" performance, p - -0.22 and the frequency deviation is Af =
0.36R. Thus, performance of an optimum continuous-phase digital FM channel should be only 2.2 deci-
bels worse than performance of an optimum PSK channel. This surprising result constitutes a perform-
ance bound on FSK systems using suboptimum detection schemes.

1.0

.5

P

+0

MAX, " .1
NEGATIVE p.--...22

.4

i

Sin 2 _- (2_lf)Ts

2T (2 _f) T,

_ I I 1 I_ 0

1
Ts ='_ ; WHERE R IS THE SYMBOL

RATE

2Af

R

[ ]pE ° _- "21 erlc_ -_o-" ORTHOGONAL PERFORMANCE. P=0, _ -.5

1 _.61 Eb
PEB:-_ ,,c_ _ ,.BESTPERFORMANCEip:..22,Jr

• . P_B" _ REPRESENTS PERFORMANCE BOUND ON COHERENT FSK 2.2 dB
WORSE THAN COHERENT PSK

FIGURE 20.- P, VERSUS FREQUENCY DEVIATION FOR CONTINUOUS-PHASE FM DIGITAL MODULATION.

In the Shuttle case, the FM 11nk was designed for the optimum Af at the highest channel digi-
tal data rate of 1024 kbps. Another parameter which affects the optimum performance of the linear FM
digital channel is the ratio of l.f. fllter bandwidth to the data rate. Table 7 shows the values of

normalized optimum Af and ratios of i.f. filter bandwidth to data rate B/R for NRZ and blphase
data formats (ref. 13).

Experimental results of Shuttle llnk performance using a linear FM discriminator followed by an
integrate-and-dump bit synchronizer (fig. 21) agreed quite well with the theoretical performance for
NRZ data. Figures 22 and 23 il!ustrate the experimental results obtained during tests at the JSC
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TABLE 7.- OPTIMUM PARAMETERS FOR FM DIGITAL LINK

Data format Af/R B/R

• 1N(t)--,---,-

NRZ 0.360 1.4

Biphase a ,62 2.7

aBiphase optimum Af was determined experimentally.

BAND-PASS _

FILTER AT

. ] LIMITER/DISCRIMINATOR_UC22 wcl

tl

eo(t)

.NC.ON,Z..,o o,
FIGURE 21.- SHUTTLE DIGITAL FM LINK DETECTION PROCESS.

Af/R =RATIO OF PEAK FREQUENCY 0

DEVIATION TO DATA RATE

7,0 B

B- 9
e.o - -.

5.0

RELATIVE EblN o 4,0 = 5,0
REQUIRED TO MAINTAIN

PE = 10"4 IN (dB) 3.0

2.0

1.0

B/R =RATIO OF IF 3dB
BANDWIDTH TO DATA RATE

.2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8

2_ t/R

FIGURE 22.- RELATIVE BIT ERROR PEI_ORMANCE (NRZ DATA): DISCRIMINATOR DETECTION OF
.. CONTINUOUS-PHA_ FM MODULATION.

ESTL (ref. 13). "Performance In terms of the relative Eb/N o required to maintain a I x 10-4 BER is
shown as a function of frequency deviation Af and receiver 3-declbel bandwidth B to digltal data
rate R ratio B/R. The optimum case tested is for B/R - 1.4 and a &f of 0.36R as seen from fig-
ure 22 for NRZ dlgltal data, and B/R - 2.7 and Af - 0.65 for blphase digital data as seen from fig-
ure 23.
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B

R
= 1.4

RELATIVE Eb/N o

REQUIRED TO MAINTAIN

PE = 10"4 IN (dB)

B
=5

B/R =RATIO OF 3dB IF
BANDWITH TO DATA RATE

•_(/R = RATIO OF PEAK FREQUENCY
DEVIATION TO DATA RATE

•2 .6 1.0 1.4 1.8

2A t/R

FIGURE 23.- RELATIVE BIT ERROR PERFORMANCE (BIPHASE DATA):
CONTINUDUS-PHASEFM MODULATION.

B
= 2.7

R

2.2 2.6 3.0 3.4

DISCRIMINATORDETECTION OF

RANGING CHANNEL (SUBCARRIERMODULATION)

General Description

The ranging channel is used primarily during ascent and entry to provide a precision analog meas-
urement of slant range between a GSTDN ground station and the Orbiter. The ranging signal consists
of a combinationof tones which are generated by the GSTDN ground station. This analog signal phase
modulates a 1.7-megahertzsubcarrier,which is then frequency-divislonmultiplexed (FDM) with a base-
band digital signal (32, 72, g6, or 216 kbps biphase-levelformat operational data). The resulting -
FDM signal then phase modulates the uplink carrier frequency. In the Orbiter receiver, a phase demod-
ulator recovers the FDM signal; the 1.7-megahertz tone-modulatedsubcarrler is separated from the FDM
signal by a BPF and amplified by an automatic gain control(AGC) circuit. This filtered, amplified
rangingsubcarrier is then FDM with a downlink baseband digital signal (96, 192, 288, or 576 kbps
biphase-levelformat operational data). The resaltlng FDM signal phase modulates the downlink car-
rier frequency (which is coherent wlth the u_link carrier frequency). At the G_TDflstation, a phase
demodulatorrecovers the 1.7-megahertztone-modulatedsubcarrler,which Is then demodulatedby a sub-
carrier phase demodulator. The recovered range tones are routed to a processor, in which slant range
is determined.

Range Measurement

The range measurementdata are instantaneousvalues of the total phase delay of a major tone
from the time of transmissionof the tone from the GSTON station to the Shuttle to the time of recep-
tion of the tone back at the GSTDN station. The round-trlp phase delay is provided in nanoseconds
with a l-nanosecondresolution. Each phase-delaymeasurement has a time tag; the measurement corre-
sponds to the phase delay at a time within _50 nanoseconds of the associatedtime tag. rach measure-
ment is independentof previous measurements and is unambiguous to a range of 15 000 kilometers,with
maximum 3a range measurementerrors of 10 meters noise and 20 meters bias.

The major tone currentlyused is 500 kilohertz. To resolve the total phase delay through the rf
communicationssystem, a series of lower frequency tones must be simultaneouslytransmitted thro(_gh
the system during initial acquisition. After an initialmeasurement of the total phase delay has
been made, the transmissionof low-frequencytones Is discontinueduntil a loss of lock occurs and a
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reacqulsltlon is required. The modulation steps in obtaining the initial total phase-delay measure-
ment are listed in table 8, The 500-kllohertz tone is modulated on the 1,7-megahertz subcarrier and
transmitted to the Orbiter in step I, When the return SO0-kllohertz tone has been received on the

TABLE 8.- RANGING MODULATION SEQUENCE

Sequence Tones phase modulated on 1.7-MHz subcarrier Remarks

p, .* . ..

step

1 500-kHz major tone

2 SO0-kHz major tone
lO0-kHz minor tone

3 SO0-kHz major tone
20-kHz minor tone

4 500-kHz major tone
4-kHz minor tone

6 500-kHz major tone
4-kHz minor tone

7 500-kHz major tone
4-kHz minor tone

8 500-kHz major tone
4-kHz minor tone

g 500-kHz major tone

The 4-kHz minor tone is modulated

by an 800-Hz tone using upper
single sideband suppressed car-
rier (USSBSC) modulation with
the lower sideband filtered so
that it is 20 dB down.

The 4-kHz minor tone is modulated

by a 160-Hz tone using doub)e
sideband suppressed carrier
(DSBSC) modulation.

The 4-kHz minor tone is modulated

by a 40-Hz tone using DSBSC
modulation.

The 4-kHz minor tone is modulated

by a IO-Hz tone using DSBSC
modulation.

t., .. . -.

C_.T:T:_/2_T:

?iii::i 

i_....':_.

ground and phase lock to the _O0-kllohertz tone has occurred, the ranging equipment automatically
changes to step 2 by adding a lO0-kllohertz tone to the uplink. The equipment automatically proceeds
through the remaining steps until only the 500-kilohertz tone remains. At this point, the first
total phase-delay measurement is completed. _r_bsequent measurements can be provided at selected
rates as high as 10 per second.

S-BAND NETWORK COMMUNICATION SUBSYSTEM

The S-band network equipment consists of 10 line replaceable units (LRU's) and associated anten-
nas as shown in figure 24. The subsystem Is redundant with the exception of the rf contacts in the
antenna switch, the diplexers in the preamplifier, and the antennas wlth their associated rf cables.
The general redundancy approach is to use the equipment tn strings and avoid cross-strapped opera-
tions. A minimal amount of status information such as temperatures, AGC values, and rf power outputs
is provided by the LRU's for relay in either real-time or delayed (recorded) telemetry.

The hardware is environmentally sealed and cold-plate cooled. The environmental design require-
ments were based on the controlled areas of the Shuttle equipment bays, and the equipment cannot
withstand exposure to space environments. All S-band LRU's operate from 28-volt dc buses, and each
LRU has the capability to operate from either of two redundant buses. The power distribution is care-
fully designed to maintain the string-redundancy approach. Internal LRU redundancy fs maintained by
physical separation and by including structural elements to provide isolation and prevent propagation
of failures. See table g for LRU physical information.
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QUAD ANTENNAS

UPPER UPPER LOWER LOWER

LEFT RIGHT LEFT RIGHT

HEMI ANTENNAS

UPPER LOWER

S-BAND

SWITCH

ASSENBLY

LOW FREQ HIGH FREQ

STDN/SGLS TRANSMIT I k TDRS/STDN HI

AND RECEIVE __ POWER TRANSMIT

TDRS RECEIVE

S-BAND S-BAND POWl S-BAND

TRANSPONDER AMPLIFIER TRANSPONDER

ASSEMBLY NO. 1 (REDUNDANT) ASSEMBLY NO. 2

DATA
AND CMDS

I
S-BAND FM

TRANSMITTER

NO. 1

10 WATTS

AT 2250 MHZ

IL--S-BAND FM

TRANSMITTER

NO. 2

m

CLOCK CLOCK

FROM FROM

NSP 1 -NSP 2

FM SIGNAL
PROCESSOR

COMSEC COMSEC COMSEC COMSEC
(ENCRYFT) (DECRYPT) (ENCRYPT) (DECRYPT)

NETWORK SIGNAL NETWORK DATA AND

PROCESSOR PROCESSOR COMMANDS

(NO. 1) (NO. 2) NSP 2

DATA AND• COMMANDS 2 VOICE; 1 DATA
NSP 1 2 VOICE; 1 COMMAND

TV VIDEO RECORDED DATA

WIDEBAND ANALOG DATA

MAIN ENGINE DATA

LINK USAGE

F_ DIRECT PM

F_ HI POWER PM(TDRS/STDN)

_--_FM LINK

FIGURE 24.- S-BAND NETWORK COMMUNICATIONEQUIPMENT.
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TABLE 9.- S-BAND _U PHYSICAL (:HARACI'ERISTICS

L_ Weight, lb Approxtma_ Power, W
vol_, in _

Network transponder 35.8 1120 65 STI)N/SGLS
(2 required) 48 STDN-Hi/TDRS

Preamplifier 25.6 790 35 Turn-on
25 After 10 mln

Power amp IIfier 32.5 850 415 Operate
20 Standby

Switch assembly 7.7 ,, 335 2 Steady state
150 Switching

FM transmitter 6.8 115 120

(2 required)

FM signal processor 12 395 g

Network signal proc- 18 720 30
essor (2 required)

As indicated in figure 24, the S-band network equipment is functionally divided into the PM and
FM systems. The only common LRU is the antenna _itch assembly, which provides similar but separate
rf signal routing services for both systems. In the Shuttle operational era, the FM system will be a
"kittable" (optional) flight item since it provides services on direct links only. The PM equipment
provides four basic _o<les of operation, two of which are "low power" (SGLS and GSTDN) direct links
and two, "high power." One high-power mode is a direct link (GSTDN-Hi Pwr) and the other is the
satellite relay link (TDRS). In all cases, system control signals for operational modes are routed
through the Ground Communications Interface Logic (GCIL) and configuration control is exercised
by forward link commands. In contingencies, these controls can be exercised by onboard panel
switches or keyboard entries to the onboard general-purpose computers (GPC's).

f_

The heart of the S-band PM system ts the network transponder (fig. 25). In all primary modes,
it supports full duplex operation and is also _apable of recelve-only service. The LRU operates in
a phase-coherent mode with a specified turnaround ratio and has the capability to turn around ranging

data. The double conversion receiver employs a Costas detector. A spread spectrum processor is
activated in the TDRS mode. The baseband and control module chooses various parameters in accordance

with mode selection and controls the acquisition scenarios. In the low-power modes, all the transmit-
ter power amplifier stages are active and the rf output is 5 watts. When a high-power mode is
selected, the final stages are inactive to provide a lower (I watt) level to drive the S-band power
amplifier.

The S-band preeml_iifier supplies the diplex function in the hlgh-power modes and also provides
low-noise preampllfication for the network transponder receiver. The preamplification is provided
by uncooled par a_.mtric amplifiers followed by transistor amplifiers. The diplex function is not
redundant..There are two diplexers; one is used for the high STDN frequency pair and the other, for
the low STillfrequency pair. Internal switching allows the use of either preamplifier with either
transponder and either power amplifier.

The S-band power amplifier is used in the high-power modes to amplify the output of the transpon-
der. The LRU consists of two TWT's wlth their associated power converters and control circuits. The

input portion of the LRU incorporates an rf switch to route either transponder output to either of
the internal amplifiers. The LRU incorporates several protective devices for the TWT's. Each output

is protected from mismatch damage by a circulator and load. The tubes are further protected f_om po-
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FIGURE 25.- NETWORK TRANSPONDER FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM.
p

tential collector thermal shock damage by a circuit which senses the absence of rf drive and shuts

down the power supply or the high voltage to the tube. The power amplifiers typically produce 120 to
140 watts of rf output po_er.

The S-band antenna switch is internally redundant except for the rf head assembly. The LRU pro-

vides four transfer switches for the PM signal routing and one switch for the FM system. The input
logic and switch drives are fully redundant. Control signals originate with the GPC system in the
automatic mode and with the Orbiter control panel in the manual mode. The LRU logic receives inputs

that indicate the equipment in use and the mode of operation. The internal logic then recognizes com-
mands to select a given antenna and configures the rf switches accordingly. There are 16 potential
rf paths in the PM and 4 in the FM section. In all cases, the rf assembly consists of movable and
fixed reeds and fixed contacts. The contact areas are hard anodized and sealed to prevent buildup of

oxides. By careful design and process control, these contact areas provide capacitive, low-loss
coupling across the frequency range of interest. It should be noted that there Is no interruption of
the rf during switching and the antenna switch ts a "hot witch" design with the capability to switch
a 175-watt rf signal. The rf head also includes mechanical contacts which are slaved to the rf con-
tacts and provide status information on switch positions for telemetry and antenna management use.

The network signal processor (NSP) (fig. 26) essentially provides the interface between the S-
band PM equipment and the other onboard systems. As shown, the forward link information is routed-
from the transponder receiver into a symbol synchronizer. When coding is In use, the NSP then routes
the signal to the Vlterbi decoder, and, in the case of secure data, the data are routed through the
outboard COMSEC device. The information Is then demultlplexed and demodulated or decoded as re-

qulred. The signals are then routed to the users at the proper level and impedance. In the return
llnk, the inverse functions are provided; onboard voice signals are received from the audio system
and digitized in a delta modulation process us)ng a Modified ABATE algorithm. The telemetry signals
are then multiplexed with the voice. Then, depending on the operational mode, the signal Is routed
through the convolutlonal encoder or the COMIC unlt or both. The final processing is to convert from
NRZ-L to blphase L and route the information at the proper level to the transponder modulator for rf
transmission or tO the ground-support equipment (BSE) data bus. The LRU has self-contained logic
that recognizes the desired system configuration and internally controls the routing and processing.

The FM transmitter is frequency modulated by the output of the FM signal processor. The input
modulates a 98.S-megahertz oscillator. This signal Is then mixed wlth the eighth harmonic of a sta-
blllzed oscillator. The resulting 750-megahertz signal Is filtered, amplified, and multiplied by 3
to drive the output power amplifier. The solid-state output amplifier produces a minimum of nO watts
rf. The companion FM signal processor (fig. _7) provides the interface function between the FM sys-
tem and the various Orbiter data sources. Such signals as main engine data, t(levlslon, and payload
data are selected, level and impedance controlled, modulated on internally generated subcarrlers, and
provided as the modulating signal to the FM transmitter. An important function is the processing of
high-speed telemetry playback data from the Orbiter recorders.
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GSTONfl"DRSS PERFORMANCE MARGINS

End-to-end data performance for communications or tracking _inks can be expressed in terms of a

required S_ in an appropriate bandwidth at some point in the receiving system. For an analog chart-
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nel, this may be the final demodulator output SNR or it may be the First demodulator input SNR which
is necessary to provide the required final output SNR. For a digital channel, the SNR in the data-
rate bandwidth at the bit detector input that is required for a given BEP is frequently used. For

either analog or digital channels, the performance margin (or circuit margin) is the amount, in deci-
bels, by which the calculated (or measured) SNR exceeds the required SNR at the chosen reference

point in the receiving system. The required _ (and thus the performance margin) can also be ex-
pressed in terms of the received signal-to-nolse power spectral density ratio Pr/No.

Table 10 summarizes Shuttle S-band network performance margins for a representative selection of
Orbiter and ground station/TDRSS modes. These margins reflect conservative, end-of-life parameter
values but are not considered to be worst case in the sense of using worst case tolerances. The
TDRSS margins reflect Orbiter antenna performance for an average 50-percent spherical coverage. The
return link margins do not Include any degradation due to ground-based rf interference.

TABLE 10.- SHUI'II.ES-BAND PERFORMANCE MARGIN SUMMARY

Configuration Channel Performance margin

GSTDN-to-Orblter upllnk

:.. _:_:!. _ ._t.:.:.,i

1. GSTDN: 9.1 m ant; 2 kW _ntr 72 kbpsdata 45.7 dB (10 .4 BEP)
ORB: Preamp bypass

Both: On-orbit modulation, ranging
off, high-data-rate mode,
270 n. mi. orbit

2. Same as 1, except ranging on 72 kbps data 42.9 dB (10-4 BEP)

Ranging 54.8 dB (Pr/No - 49.4 dB-Hz)

3. GSTDN: 9.I m ant; 2 kW xmtr 72 kbps data 62.2 dB (10-4 BEP)

ORB: Preamp in
Both: Launch modulation, ranging Ranging 65.6 dB (Pr/No - 4q.4 dB-Hz)

on, high-data-rate mode,
range - 460 n. mi.

AF/SCF-to-Orblter upllnk

AF/SCF: 14 m ant; 1 kW xmtr 72 kbps data
ORB: Preamp bypass
Both: High-data-rate mode,

225 n. mi. orbit

40.4 dB (10 -5 BEP)

Orblter-to-GSTDN )M downllnk

GSTDN: 9.1 m ant; 140 K syst temp 192 kbps data
ORB: Power amp bypass, coherent +

mode
Both: Ranging on, hlgh-data-rate Ranging

mode

14.2 dB (10 -4 BEP)

31.4 dB (Pr/No - 53.5 dB-Hz)

Orblter-to-AF/SCF PM downllnk

=======================

AF/SCF: 14 m ant; 220 K syst temp
ORB: Power amp bypass, coherent

mode
Both: High-data-rate mode,

225 n. ml. orbit

192 kbps data 14.1 dB (10 -_ BEP)

... J;
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TABLE 10.- Concluded

Configuration Channel Performance _rgln

Orblter-l_ST_ FM downllnk

)))S:i::i,}it:
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GSTDN:
Both:

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

9.1 m ant; 140 K syst temp
270 n. mi. orbit

Recorder playback
Main engine subcarriers
Digital payload data
Analog payload data
Television

1024 kbps data 7.9 dB (10 -4 BEP)
60 kbps data 8.1 dB (10 -4 BEP)
5 Mbps data .1 dB (10-4 BEP)
4 MHz data 1.1 dB (SNR - 13.5 dB)
3 MHz video 1.4 dB (SNR - 33.0 dB)

Orblter-to-AF/SCF FM downlink

AF/SCF: 14 m ant; 220 K syst temp,
SGLSreceiver

Both: 225 n. mi. orbit

(1) Recorder playback 960 kbps data
(2) Digital payload data 256 kbps data

g.O dB (I0-5 BEP)
14.1 dB (I0-5 BEP)

TDRSS-to-Orblter forward link

(i) L_-data-rate data 32 kbps 2.1 dB (I0-4 BEP)
(2) High-data-rat_ data 72 kbps -1.4 dB (i0-4 BEP)

Orblter-to-T)SS return link

(I) Low-data-rai_ data 96 kbps 3.5 dB (I0-4 BEP)
(2) High-data-rate data ig2 kbps .5 dB (I0-4 BEP)

DATA/RANGING INTERFERENCE EFFECTS

Interchannel compatibility of the GSTDN/Orbiter data and ranging channels has been well demon-
strated during the first Shuttle flights. However, earlier versions of the design had significant
interference problems which were exposed in ESTL system performance verification testing at JSC.
These initial-design problems and the resulting interference effects on link performance are de-
scribed in the following paragraph.

The initial data/ranging design used a major rangi_6 tone of 100 kilohertz instead of 500 kilo-

hertz. Tests using nominal modulation indexe_ and the lO0-kilohertz major tone resulted in unusable
ranging data. Tests using nominal modulation indexes and the 500-kilohertz major tone indicated de-
graded but acceptable ranging performance (25 meters compared to 10 meters specified range accuracy,
20 seconds average acquisition time, and 2 percent probability of incorrect acquisitions). Ranging
test results using the 500-kilohertz major tone and worst case modulation indexes, however, were un-
acceptable (100 meters accuracy, 30 to 95 seconds acquisition time, and 30 to 40 percent probability
of incorrect acquisition). Based on subsequent tests and analyses, the downlink data modulation

index was reduced from 1.1 ± 10 percent radians to 0.55 +. 10 percent ra_s, providing good ranging
performance (5 meters accuracy, 17 seconds acquisition time, and no incorrect acquisitions).

Downlink data perfomance was d_graded by 4.6 decibels as a result of the modulation index reduction,
but performance margins for IO-_BEP were still very high (+IB decibels for the low-power mode).

RADIOFREQUENCY COVERAGE ANALYSIS

Radiofrequency coverage analysis is to be distinguished from the closely related activity known
as circuit margin analysis. Both deal with link performance assessment and prediction, but the lat-

ter is a generalized and limited assessment. It excludes the mission time-variable factors: space-
craft orientation and trajectory. Circuit margins are calculated for a fixed range or distance and,
in the case of omnidirectional antennas, a nominal reference value of antenna gain'and polarization.
The rf coverage analysis, on the other hand, is keyed to mission time and spacecraft position and at-
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titude and thus provides a dynamic analysis of the rf links as the spacecraft moves along its trajec-
tory with ever-changing attitude and range to ground stations or the TDRSS. It is the only end*to-
end rf link performance assessment that analyzes rf links in their real form, combining the mission-
fixed and mission time-varying link characteristics.

Radiofrequency coverage analysis Is also reiterative. It is repeated during early planning

stages as mission changes or new inputs occur and, in fact, is itself sometimes the catalyst for tra-
Jectory and attitude changes. When a mission's final operational trajectory is released, a formal rf
coverage report is published, giving performance predictions for that particular mission. After the
mission, rf coverage postmission analysis addresses ,nomalies, assesses actual compared to expected
rf link performance, and considers whether changes are needed to subsequent mission plans.

Figure 28 characterizes the rf coverage and performance analysis process (ref. 14). The basic

characterization of the rf links is given by the familiar range equation

_tGr c2
Pr " Pt (I_)

16w2R2f2LcL m

where

Pr,Pt - received and transmitted signal power, respectively
Gr,Gt - receive and transmit antenna gain, respectively

f - frequency
R • range
c - speed of light
Lc - circuit losses (transmit and receive)

Lm - miscellaneous losses (pointing, polarization, etc.)
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With the Shuttle moving along its trajectory wlth changing attitude, its range and antenna galn (for
omnidirectional antennas) are time v_rlables and must be continuously computed as a f,,nction of time.
The position and attitude at each instant is given by the state vector (position and velocity compo-
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nents, X, Y, Z, )(, Y, 2) and directional cosines, respectively. The Shuttle omnidirectional anten-

nas generally receive a final reference set of measurements at the JSC antenna test range facility,
whereas vehicle antenna blockage is usually modeled from physical structural measurements.

MISS ION PHASE CONSIDERATIONS

Ascent and descent mission phases have strict navigation requirements, and the Shuttle trajecto-
ry and attitude cannot be tailm-ed to communication needs. With certain exceptions, on-orblt naviga-
tion requirements are more flexible and vehicle attitude (but not trajectory) can be planned to at
least partly favor communications.

During ascent, Shuttle attitude relative to the lierritt Island (MIL) ground station changes rap-
idly; therefore, antenna gain of the S-band PM and FM antennas and hence the link signal strength
varies considerably. There are four PM link antennas, one for each quadrant about the spacecraft.
Switching can be manual but is normally automatic, inltiated by onboard computer identification of
which quadrant contains the line of sight•

As the.Shuttle ascends and heads downrange, the radio links to"MIL operate in the low-gain aft
region and also in the solid rocket booster (SRB) exhaust plume. Figure 29 shows a typical plot of
the S-band PM signal strength at MIL from the Shuttle, from 11ft-off until MIL loss of sight. The pe-
riod when the line of sight with MIL passes through _he plume is indicated on the graph. The signal
strength during this period is much lower than shown because of plume attenuation (as much as 60 deci-
bels has been observed) and also erratic because of phase distortion. Figure 30 is typical of the
variation of the Shuttle-to-MIL line of sight during the ascent phase. Continuous communications

with MIL cannot be assured when the line of sight is close to or within the dashed-box plume-blockage
region• A decision was made in 197/ to locate a ground station at Ponce De Leon (PDL), somewhat
_north of the MIL site, so that its line of sight would be outside this blockage region. Shuttle mis-
sions have confirmed that MIL does lose communications during this period and that PDL is largely un-
affected.
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FIGURE 29.- ASCENT-PHASE PM SIGNAL STRENGTH, FIGURE 30.- ASCENT-PHASE LOOK ANGLES,
SHUTTLE TO MIL (TYPICAL). .' SHUTTLE TO MIL (TYPICAL).

Circuit margin analysis for the S-band PM links between the Shuttle and the TDRS show 2 to 4 dec-
ibels margin when the line of sight lies In the main coverage region of the Shuttle S-band PM link
antennas. During ascent, however, the line of sight from the Shuttle to the TDRS is in and out of
the main coverage region (or the external tanklSRB blockage region) during the first few minutes and
continuous communication by way of TDRS is highly unlikely until after the first 4 to 6 minutes as

illustrated in figure 31. The MIL/PDL stations, on the other hand, are expected to have a strong sig-
nal from lift-off through about the first 7 to B minutes. Figure 32 illustrates the coverage using
MIL/PDL for the first 8 minutes and TDRSS thereafter. The MIL/PDL/TDRS combination is the baseline
projected when TDRS becomes operational.

During the descent phase, comm,nicatlons will again be through the S-band quads. Figure 33 ll-
lustrates the signal strength of the S-band Shuttle link to both TDRSS satellites, as predicted,

using a typical descent trajectory for a landing at Edwards Air Force Base in California. Figure 33
encompasses the period from an altitude of 170 OOO feet to an altitude of about 10 000 feet. The
Iook angles are in and out of the fore and aft regions of the Shuttle, where the PM quad antennas
have their lowest gain, as a result of large attitude excursions by the Orbiter as it dissipates ex-
cess energy. Reliable communications for descent, like ascent, probably will require a ground sta-
tion assist to the TDRSS. Ground station links for descent are very strong, as has been demonstrated
in missions to date, because of'ground station proximity (compared to the TDRSS satellites being some
23 000 nautical miles farther away)•
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A communications "blackout" occurs during descent because of a plasma/shock sheath created by -
the Shuttle's high-speed entry into the Earth's atmosphere. The blackout has been extensively ana-
lyzed, but, because the sheath and its effects are not fully amenable to analytical methods, explicit
analytical predictions should be treated only as preliminary estimates. Furthermore, results may be
different for different missions since trajectory, velocity, and attitude all have an effect on

sheath thickness, flow, and intensity. Also, since the thickness, flow, and intensity vary at differ-
ent points around the vehicle, the amount of blackout likewise depends on which antenna is being used
and the line-of-sight direction to the ground station (or TDRS).

Blackout for the Shuttle has been predicted to be only a "grayout." For example, the peak S-
band signal attenuation is predicted to be on the order of 20 to 25 decibels compared to 100 decibels

in the Apollo Program. The maximum effect Is predicted to occur around 250 000 feet altitude or
higher, decreasing to little or none by about 200000 feet, which is before the Shuttle normally
comes into view of descent-phase ground stations (typically approximately 180 000 feet). Hence, no
blackout has been observed at these ground stations for missions to date. Because of the alternate
landing at Northrup strip of STS-3, the Hawaii ground station had the Shuttle within llne of sight
and received signals briefly from about 2gO 000 feet to 250 000 feet, as did an advanced range instru-
mentation aircraft during STS-2 at about 210 000 feet. Although the data were not conclusive, there
were indications that plasma attenuation on the order of 5 to 15 decibels was present during the
STS-3 Hawaii pass.
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